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”There’s always going to be danger out there. The trick is to be more dangerous …” 
      – Arturo Cryft (Treatise on Flight, 2577)

At RSI, we can spend all day telling you about propulsion ratings or power remapping, but the truth of the matter is, the universe is a dangerous 
place. When you buy a ship, you want to know that, if a situation arises, you can feel confident in the knowledge that you have the means to pro-
tect what’s yours. Fly safer in the 2944 Aurora Legionnaire, RSI’s answer to the danger out there.

FOR ALL OF LIFE’S OBSTACLES.



“Adaptability is the law which governs survival in war as in life …” 
      – Sir Basil H. Liddel-Hart (Strategy, 1954)

VERSATILITY REDEFINED.







With the Legionnaire, RSI’s engineers have crafted a variant that takes the versatility and dependability of the Aurora but amplifies the em-
phasis on combat and defense. The Legionnaire offers double the hardpoints for Class I weapons and the option to mount a higher-output 
shield generator from Gorgon, perfect for the pilot on a budget who travels through hostile territory or even as a militia ship for a burgeon-
ing settlement. Regardless of the application, the Legionnaire has your back.

COMRADE IN ARMS.



System not big enough for you? The Aurora LX now comes with an RSI Oracle Jump Engine standard, capable of traversing Interspace to move 
throughout the expanse of Humanity and beyond, finding new, undiscovered star systems. The Oracle natively connects to your NavDrive to 
track adjustments and save your flight path to R2F format, supported by the UEE for jump point submission.

FOLLOW THE LEADER.



	 STANDARD	STATS	

	 length	 18.5m

	 max crew	 1

	 mass	 15,000	Kg

	 focus	 Exploration

	 STRUCTURAL	FEATURES	

	 upgrade capacity	 4

	 cargo capacity	 5	tonnes

	 power plant	 Alliance	Startech	KS-9	Fission	Mount	(L1)

	 engines	 1	x	TR2	(Dragon	STC	Blue)

	 maneuvering thrusters	 8	x	TR1

	 shields	 Seal	INK-1	(Size	I)

	 HARDPOINTS	

	 2 x class 1 (nose)	 2x	KnightBridge	Arms	9-Series	Longsword

	 1 x class 3 (dorsal)	 Nothing	equipped

	 ADDITIONAL	EQUIPMENT	

	 	 Stor-All	Mini	Cargo	Pod

	 EXTERIOR	

	 Diamond	laminate	canopy	for	maximum	pilot	protection

	 Industrial-strength	carbon	nano-fiber	spaceframe

	 Retractable	RSI	Shock-Sorb	landing	struts

	 Durable,	scratch	resistant	Kevtex	paint

	 INTERIOR	

	 ArmaBrace	AB16	contoured	pilot	seat

	 Four-point	restraint	system

	 Electronically	assisted	comfort	grip	controls

	 State	of	the	art	IFCS	for	maximum	responsiveness

	 Dual	C12a	docking	rings

	 X-ray	decontamination	system	on	all	access	points

	 Fully	linked	Opti-Glass	display	system	(compatible	with	all	models	of		
	 MobiGlas	portables)

	 Multi-environment	selection	console	allows	hundreds	of		
	 oxygen/nitrogen	environment	mix	options

The STC Blue engine from the Drag-
on Stellar Transit Company offers 
an incredibly low emission rating for 
a TR2 class thruster.

The Stor-All mini cargo container 
features double-wall reinforcement 
and a pressurized construction to 
safely carry all forms of cargo.

The INK-1 is a single field shield 
generator and offers an extra layer 
of security when danger strikes.

⊡ STOR-ALL MINI CARGO

⊡ SEAL INK-1

⊡ DRAGON STC BLUE

                    ESSENTIAL



                    MARQUE

	 STANDARD	STATS	

	 length	 18.5m

	 max crew	 1

	 mass	 15,750	Kg

	 focus	 Interdiction

	 STRUCTURAL	FEATURES	

	 upgrade capacity	 3

	 cargo capacity	 5	tonnes

	 power plant	 Alliance	Startech	KS-9	Enhanced	Fission	
	 	 Mount	(L1)

	 engines	 1	x	TR2	(Dragon	STC	Red)

	 maneuvering thrusters	 8	x	TR1

	 shields	 Seal	INK-1	(Size	I)

	 HARDPOINTS	

	 2 x class 1 (nose)	 2x	Behring	Fixed	M3A	Laser	Cannon

	 1 x class 3 (dorsal)	 Nothing	equipped

	 ADDITIONAL	EQUIPMENT	

	 	 J-Span	OmniCool	Reduction	Bar

	 	 Stor-All	Mini	Cargo	Pod

	 EXTERIOR	

	 All	exterior	features	of	the	ES,	plus:

	 Sensor-Matte	radar-absorbing	detailing

	 Spaceframe	endurance	tested	to	over	1,500	scanlon	standard

	 Carg-lok™	grappling	points	for	ease	of	repair	in	zero-G

	 Full-gimbal	titanium-alloy	thruster	connections

	 INTERIOR	

	 All	interior	features	of	the	ES,	plus:

	 Interactive	vid-manual	for	new	owners

	 “All-Around”	ventral	speaker	system	in	hypersleep	cab

	 Ultra-responsive	shock	qualifiers

	 Internal	cross-section	designed	to	accommodate	Human	and	Xi’An		
	 bodymass

	 Quad-clip	disconnection	alarm	with	premium	soundbyte	collection

Chosen by Whitley’s as one of the 
best thrust outputs for lower-mass 
ships, Dragon’s STC Red engine 
now features a significantly dimin-
ished energy signature.Behring’s classic M3A laser cannon 

offers respectable damage poten-
tial for low power consumption.

The INK-1 is a single field shield 
generator and offers an extra layer 
of security when danger strikes.

⊡ DRAGON STC RED

⊡ M3A FIXED LASER

⊡ SEAL INK-1



	 STANDARD	STATS	

	 length	 18.5m

	 max crew	 1

	 mass	 17,000	Kg

	 focus	 Mercantile

	 STRUCTURAL	FEATURES	

	 upgrade capacity	 2

	 cargo capacity	 10	tonnes

	 power plant	 Juno	Starwerk	Endurance-300	Fission	
	 	 Mount	(L1)

	 engines	 1	x	TR2	(X-Forge	P/S2-80)

	 maneuvering thrusters	 8	x	TR1

	 shields	 Seal	INK-1	(Size	I)

	 HARDPOINTS	

	 2 x class 1 (nose)	 2x	KnightBridge	Arms	9-Series	Longsword

	 1 x class 3 (dorsal)	 Nothing	equipped

	 ADDITIONAL	EQUIPMENT	

	 	 Tarsus	AT	Jump	Scanner	(OptiGlass	3.0		
	 	 Compatible)

	 	 Stor-All	Big	Box	Cargo	Pod	(Model	A)

	 EXTERIOR	

	 All	exterior	features	of	the	ES,	plus:

	 Lowest	fission	drive	emissions	in	its	class

	 Priority	scan	activator	rated	for	15,000	man-hours

	 Molecular-bond	detailing	allows	for	minimal	space-wear

	 Standard	fuel	probe	port	for	in-flight	refueling	operations

	 INTERIOR	

	 All	interior	features	of	the	ES,	plus:

	 95-zettabyte	internal	library	computer

	 STAR	ALERT	system	for	automatic	distress	messaging

	 Rated	six	stars	by	Ship and Pilot	(August	2042)

	 Ejector	fusion	core	with	play-safe	locking	mechanism

	 Internal	lighting	from	Zorg.	Zorg:	When	Lighting	Matters

	 Triple-buckle	platinum-weave	belt	design

Don’t let the size fool you. The 
X-Forge P/S2-80 offers a similar 
thrust output to competing TR3 
engines.

Famed for its titanium-alloy 
chassis construction, the En-
durance series of engines pro-
vides power without turbulence.

The INK-1 is a single field shield 
generator and offers an extra layer 
of security when danger strikes.

                    CLIPPER

⊡ SEAL INK-1 ⊡ X-FORGE P/S2-80

⊡ ENDURANCE-300



	 STANDARD	STATS	

	 length	 18.5m

	 max crew	 1

	 mass	 18,500	Kg

	 focus	 Militia	/	Patrol

	 STRUCTURAL	FEATURES	

	 upgrade capacity	 2

	 cargo capacity	 5	tonnes

	 power plant	 A&R	LR-5	MAX	OverDrive	Fission	Mount	(L2)

	 engines	 2	x	TR2	(OKB	Voskhod	Energia	IV)

	 maneuvering thrusters	 8	x	TR1

	 shields	 Gorgon	Defender	AllStop	(Size	1)

	 HARDPOINTS	

	 2 x class 1 (nose)	 2x	Klaus	&	Werner	CF-007	Bulldog

	 1 x class 3 (dorsal)	 1x4	Behring	Marksman	Missile

	 2 x class 1 (wings)	 (nothing	equipped)

	 ADDITIONAL	EQUIPMENT	

	 	 Stor-All	Mini	Cargo	Pod

	 EXTERIOR	

	 All	exterior	features	of	the	Marque,	plus:

	 UEE-spec	weapon	attach	mounts

	 Magnetic-lock	part	configuration,	to	.0005	nano-atom	quality

	 Optional	electroskin	berth	allows	for	milspec	camo	installation

	 A-GRADE	external	lighting	capable	of	full-spacecraft	impact

	 INTERIOR	

	 All	interior	features	of	the	Marque,	plus:

	 Always-on	tech	networking	linkage	router

	 Topline	damage	analysis	computer	co-processor

	 Shield	emitter	access	scanner

	 Double-check	docking	mechanism	for	increased	safety

	 150%	over	industry	standard	for	jump	survivability

	 GLANCE	glass	cockpit	scanner	layout	for	enhanced	situational		
	 awareness

OKB Voskhod’s newest Energia IV 
engine offers some of the best fuel 
efficiency in its class. 

Change the game with a Bulldog 
repeater, capable of delivering a 
steady stream of fire without cut-
ting your reserves.

Whether you’re dodging rocks or 
under fire, the Gorgon Defender All-
Stop will keep pilot and cargo safe.

                    LEGIONNAIRE

⊡ ENERGIA IV

⊡ DEFENDER ALLSTOP

⊡ CF-007 BULLDOG



	 STANDARD	STATS	

	 length	 18.5m

	 max crew	 1

	 mass	 16,500	Kg

	 focus	 Exploration	/	Light	Mercantile

	 STRUCTURAL	FEATURES	

	 upgrade capacity	 4

	 cargo capacity	 5	tonnes

	 power plant	 A&R	LR-5	OverDrive	Fission	Mount	(L1)

	 engines	 1	x	TR2	(OKB	Voskhod	Energia	IV)

	 maneuvering thrusters	 8	x	TR1

	 shields	 Gorgon	Defender	AllStop	(Size	I)

	 HARDPOINTS	

	 2 x class 1 (nose)	 2x	Behring	Fixed	M3A	Laser	Cannon

	 1 x class 3 (dorsal)	 1x4	Behring	Marksman	Missile

	 ADDITIONAL	EQUIPMENT	

	 	 RSI	Jump	Engine

	 	 Stor-All	Mini	Cargo	Pod

	 EXTERIOR	

	 All	exterior	features	of	other	Aurora	models,	plus:

	 Cross-section	optimized	based	on	full	fuselage	photon-scan

	 Less	than	.5%	nickel	impurity	in	all	cargo	and	wing	spar	strut		
	 construction

	 FULL	BORE	class	landing	pads

	 Prism-sequenced	cockpit	shielding	to	prevent	solar	damage

	 INTERIOR	

	 All	interior	features	of	other	Aurora	models,	plus:

	 Premium	leather	seats	optimized	for	zero-gravity	endurance

	 GRIP	flooring	allows	for	maximum	traction	in	zero,	partial	or	full	gravity

	 Magnetic	deck	placement	to	enhance	vacuum	survivability

	 Shield	wave	customization	panel	allows	multiple	configuration	options

	 Enhanced	comfort	berth	featuring	HYPERPILLOW™

	 High	Comfort	ALT	class	heating	rig

OKB Voskhod’s newest Energia IV 
engine offers some of the best fuel 
efficiency in its class.

Pirates got you down? It’s as easy 
as ready, aim and fire with a Marks-
man-class Heat Seeking missile 
mount.

Behring’s classic M3A laser cannon 
offers respectable damage poten-
tial for low power consumption.

                    LX

⊡ M3A FIXED LASER

⊡ ENERGIA IV

⊡ MARKSMAN MISSILE



 ESSENTIAL MARQUE CLIPPER LEGIONNAIRE LX

LENGTH/BEAM/HEIGHT	 18.5	/	9	/	5	meters	 18.5	/	9	/	5	meters	 18.5	/	9	/	5	meters	 18.5	/	9	/	5	meters	 18.5	/	9	/	5	meters

CREW (MAX)	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1

MASS (EMPTY)	 15,000	Kg	 15,750	Kg	 17,000	Kg	 18,500	Kg	 16,500	Kg

FOCUS	 Exploration	 Interdiction	 Mercantile	 Militia	/	Patrol	 Exploration	/	

	 	 	 	 	 Light	Mercantile

STRUCTURAL	FEATURES	

UPGRADE CAPACITY	 4	 3	 2	 2	 4

CARGO CAPACITY	 5	tonnes	 5	tonnes	 10	tonnes	 5	tonnes	 5	tonnes

POWER PLANT	 Alliance	Startech	KS-9	 Alliance	Startech	KS-9	 Juno	Starwerk	Endurance-300	 A&R	LR-5	MAX	OverDrive	 A&R	LR-5	OverDrive

	 Fission	Mount	(L1)	 Enhanced	Fission	Mt	(L1)	 Fission	Mount	(L1)	 Fission	Mount	(L2)	 Fission	Mount	(L1)

ENGINE (1)	 Dragon	STC	Blue	(TR2)	 Dragon	STC	Red	(TR3)	 X-Forge	P/S2-80	(TR3)	 OKB	Voskhod	Energia	IV	(TR3)	 OKB	Voskhod	Energia	IV	(TR3)

MANEUVERING THRUSTERS	 8	x	TR1	 8	x	TR1	 8	x	TR1	 8	x	TR1	 8	x	TR1

SHIELD	 Seal	INK-1	(Size	I)	 Seal	INK-1	(Size	I)	 Seal	INK-1	(Size	I)	 Gorgon	Defender	AllStop	 Gorgon	Defender	AllStop	

	 	 	 	 (Size	1)	 (Size	1)	

HARDPOINTS	

2 X CLASS 1 (NOSE)	 2x	KnightBridge	Arms	9-Series	 2x	Behring	Fixed	 2x	KnightBridge	Arms	9-Series	 2x	Klaus	&	Werner	CF-007	 2x	Behring	Fixed

	 Longsword	 M3A	Laser	Cannon	 Longsword	 Bulldog	Repeater	 M3A	Laser	Cannon

1 X CLASS 3 (DORSAL)	 Nothing	equipped	 Nothing	equipped	 Nothing	equipped	 1x4	Behring	Marksman	 1x4	Behring	Marksman

	 	 	 	 Missile	 Missile

2 X CLASS 1 (WINGS)	 (not	available)	 (not	available)	 (not	available)	 Nothing	equipped	 (not	available)

ADDITIONAL	EQUIPMENT	

	 Stor-All	Mini	Cargo	Pod	 J-Span	OmniCool	Reduction	Bar	 Tarsus	AT	Jump	Scanner	 Stor-All	Mini	Cargo	Pod	 RSI	Jump	Engine	

	 	 Stor-All	Mini	Cargo	Pod	 (OptiGlass	3.0	Compatible)	 	 Stor-All	Mini	Cargo	Pod

	 	 	 Stor-All	Big	Box	Cargo	Pod	(A)

2944 AURORA FAMILY



The Legionnaire is ready for action right off the lot. Outfitted with a pair of factory standard Bulldog Repeaters from Klaus & Werner, these 
three-barrel sequential fire cannons are designed to produce a high rate of fire while minimizing loss to accuracy. The missile rack comes 
preloaded with four Behring Marksman Heat-seeking missiles. The remaining two hardpoints can accept any Class 1 weapon. Check with 
your local authorized RSI dealer for options and special offers.

On the defensive end of the spectrum, RSI continues its partnership with Gorgon Defender to install their AllStop shield generator to all 
Legionnaire ships. The AllStop boasts a single-field system designed to keep hostile fire at bay. You can rest assured that the new Legion-
naire will not only take you out, it will bring you back.

TURN-KEY TROUBLEMAKER.



Preloaded with RSI’s proprietary 4Wall system, the Aurora’s avionics configuration is  
completely customizable and capable of suiting all types of flying styles or preferences.

ACTIVE FLIGHT.



Whether your home port is a cozy SELF-LAND or a spacious 
Revel & York complex, your Aurora will fit comfortably. And 
with fully-automated data-system holotable tie-in, you can 
configure weapons, engines, thrusters and more with ease.

MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME.



For the third year in a 
row, RSI’s Auroras have 
topped every insurance 
providers list as the fast-
est turnaround for re-
placement claims.

The 2943 line of Auroras 
have recently been named 
as the Best Starter Ship by 
Whitley’s Guide.

Carry Five Tonnes of cargo 
with the Stor-All Mini Cargo 
Containers, standard on all 
Legionnaires.

Establish your presence 
in combat with a Class 3 
and four Class 1 weapon 
mounts.

DEPENDABLE. ADAPTABLE. FUN!



Crystal clear touch displays keep you in-
formed about what’s going on inside your Au-
rora. Sensitive (20ms) interactivity is capable 
of reading inputs from flightsuits as easily as 
bare skin, keeping you covered whether or not 
your hands are.

Your window on all 
worlds.

Featuring a four-point restraint system and a 
state-of-the-art energy attenuator, the AB16 
flight chair from RSI is an industry-standard-
defining piece of equipment … and now you 
can add a touch of class with optional flo-pet 
leather surfacing. Enjoy the ride!

You should sit down 
for this.

Whether you’re operating your Aurora’s key 
systems via the NI6 OptiGlass data tie-in or 
enjoying the supreme comfort of sleep pro-
vided by HyperPillow™ technology, the fully-
equipped single-person sleeping berth will 
melt away your worries and turn your Aurora 
into a home away from home.

Deepest sleep in the 
darkest night.



Roberts Space Industries produces several lines of quality spacecraft for the civilian consumer. The Aurora is the premiere single-seat ranged 
fighter and the Constellation is the best-in-its-class crewed ship. Whether you’re exploring the stars, shipping goods or defending your home 
planet, both ships are excellent choices.

What’s more, the Astro Team has crafted the Aurora and Constellation lines to be fully interchangeable. Owners of both ships can share upgrades, 
cargo pallets, repair systems and consumables without needing to worry about a second supply chain. Operating your own fleet of spacecraft has 
never been easier or more affordable!

 ONE IS GOOD, BOTH ARE BETTER.
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A RobeRts spAce IndustRIes oRIgInAl

THERE ARE MANY LIKE IT   BUT THIS ONE IS YOURS


